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Finding Reliable Information Online: Adventures of an Information Sleuth 
By: Stebbins, Leslie F. 
ZA4230 .S74 2015 
 
Review from: Booklist    November 01, 2016 

Stebbins, a research librarian and educator, has formulated six strategies designed to help online information seekers find 
answers: start at the source; understand the psychology of search; the difference between expert, amateur, and crowd-backed 
information; context, motivation, and bias; comparison and corroboration; and how deep to delve.She applies these strategies 
to five sample searches ranging from traditional topics, such as health information and business research, to casual consumer 
goods and services reviews and vacation planning. Stebbins' examples and personal anecdotes illustrate the very serious issues 
facing anyone who uses the Internet as a research tool… 

 
If Our Bodies Could Talk: Conversational Anatomy  
By: Hamblin, James        
RA776 .H183 2016 eBook 
 
Review from: Library Journal   January 01, 2017 
Physician-turned-journalist Hamblin covers health news as an Atlantic senior editor. This book, based on a series of videos that 
he created for the magazine, answers people's most common health questions in an accessible and entertaining way. His 
introduction notes that ignorance is our most serious health problem and is the result of marketing that cultivates the denial 
of scientific fact. He also credits the denizens of the web who manufacture "information" online. He then examines aspects of 
anatomy and physiology using a question-and-answer format. Chapters cover broad areas: "Appearing" looks at eye color, curly 
hair, sunburn, and the Adam's apple; "Perceiving" examines itching, the immune system, sleep, and ringing in the ears; sections 
on eating and drinking cover rumbling stomachs, bad breath, sports drinks, tooth whitening, and alcohol's effects… 
 

Temple Grandin's Guide to Working with Farm Animals: Safe, Humane Livestock Handling Practices for the Small 
Farm 
By: Grandin, Temple 
SF65.2 .G72 2017 
 
Review from: Booklist   May 15, 2017 
Professor of animal science, guru of animal behavior, author, and fierce advocate for the humane treatment of all animals, 
Grandin (The Autistic Brain, 2013) narrows her focus from the practices employed by massive livestock agribusinesses to those 
challenges encountered by the local family farm or novices in the field of animal husbandry. It is in just such small-scale 
conditions that Grandin's methods make most sense and are easiest to carry out. Through keen observation, adaptive handling 
techniques, and intuitive predictions of animal behaviors and reactions, the small farmer can safely and compassionately tend 
herds of cattle, sheep, goats, and other grazing animals. More than just a merciful methodology, the kindness shown to animals 
throughout their lives can have major benefits in terms of better health and faster growth… 
 

Chronic Diseases: An Encyclopedia of Causes, Effects, and Treatments 
By: Marks, Ray  
RC108 .C456 2017 eBook  
 
Review from: Choice   June 01, 2017 

This two-volume encyclopedia is one of a few on chronic diseases aimed at nonprofessionals. As with most reference resources, 
it is designed as a starting point, briefly describing several hundred chronic diseases and pointing readers to other sources for 
more information. Each entry includes definitions, symptoms, causes, treatments, and, in many cases, histories, risk factors, 
diagnosis information, prevention strategies, and outcomes. The "Further Reading" section at the end of each entry points 
readers to reputable organizations (e.g., American Heart Association, Mayo Clinic), websites, journal articles, and books. There 
are 323 entries, authored by health professionals, science writers, and graduate students, spanning topics related to chronic 
diseases and disorders, such as Crohn's disease, school wellness programs, or health disparities… 
 

For Liberty and the Republic: The American Citizen As Soldier, 1775-1861  
By: Herrera, Ricardo A. 
UA42 .H463 2015 
 
Review from: Choice   September 01, 2015 
Herrera (US Army Command and General Staff College) has produced an important volume addressing the relationship of 
civilians and soldiers during the period from the American Revolution to the beginning of the Civil War. Examining the assertion 
that republican ideology formed the foundational ideas of soldiering during peacetime and war, Herrera maintains that soldiers 
instead drew their belief system from a larger corpus of American political thought. These men, both officers and enlisted, from 
the regular army, from state militias, and as wartime volunteers embodied the much wider range of ideas from society…  
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Cheats and Deceits: How Animals and Plants Exploit and Mislead 
By: Stevens, Martin     
QL759 .S733 2016 eBook 
 
Review from: PW Annex Reviews  June 27, 2016 
Cheating and deception abounds in the natural world, as Stevens, associate professor in sensory and evolutionary ecology at 
the University of Exeter (U.K.), reveals in this discussion of the ways plants and animals make use of deceptive strategies to 
enhance their chances of reproducing. He discusses myriad examples from around the world, always focusing on the 
evolutionary pressures at work. Stevens shares information from Victorian natural historians-such as Alfred Russel Wallace, 
Henry Bates, and Charles Darwin-who first noted some of the most obvious cases of mimicry and offered explanations for their 
existence. Current scientists also receive their due, revealing how increasingly sophisticated experiments have become as they 
try to determine how and whether deception occurs. Throughout, Stevens draws a distinction between sensory exploitation 
and mimicry, pointing to the evolutionary pressures that yield dramatically different results in the two cases…  
 

A Higher Form of Killing: Six Weeks in World War I That Forever Changed the Nature of Warfare  
By: Preston, Diana    
UF505.G3 P74 2015   
 
Review from: PW Annex Reviews  February 09, 2015  
Historian Preston places the creation of poison gas, the torpedo, and the zeppelin into the context of warfare and the human 
toll exacted in a well-detailed, shattering survey timed to mark the 100th anniversary of the weapons' use in WWI. She explains 
the scorched-earth policy of Germany under Kaiser Wilhelm II, which mandated a complete triumph for the Fatherland at all 
cost during the infamous six-week period in 1915 where this trio of deadly weapons was introduced to untold suffering for 
soldiers and civilians alike. Conventional war, as Preston writes, entered a new phase of killing when poison gas was dropped 
on unsuspecting French and Canadian soldiers in the trenches at Ypres, Belgium, on April 22; when a German submarine 
torpedoed the Lusitania on May 20; and when a German zeppelin bombed London on May 31. Confidential talks, last-minute 
compromises, and bogus assurances comprise the dark heart of this dramatic account as the merchants of conflict seek to 
heighten mass panic, terror, and death regardless of traditional military rules. This is Preston at the top of her analytical form, 
offering fascinating modern parables on war, mortality and civilization. 
 

Experiencing Beethoven: A Listener's Companion 
By: Block, Geoffrey 
ML410.B42 B4913 2017 eBook  
  
Review from: Library Journal   October 15, 2016 
Block's new entry in the series discusses perhaps the most iconic composer in the Western tradition. The literature on Ludwig 
van Beethoven (1770-1827) is overwhelming, from biography to musical analysis, including books on single works (such as 
Robin Stowell's Beethoven: Violin Concerto). The author presents analysis of both familiar works (seven of the nine symphonies, 
seven of the piano sonatas, three string quartets, and two piano concertos), as well as lesser-known ones such as the Joseph 
Cantata, the Choral Fantasy, various songs, and Wellington's Victory. An interesting feature is the integration of descriptions of 
concert premieres with musical analysis (the first performance of the Choral Fantasy suffered an orchestral breakdown), which 
is accessible and provocative… 

 
Dosage Calculations and Basic Math for Nurses Demystified, Second Edition 
By: Keogh, Jim   
RS57 .K46 2015  
 
Review from: Doody's Reviews  August 01, 2015  
Part of the Demystified series, this is a review of basic math and conversions, but, unlike other dosage calculation books, it 
begins with the practicalities of understanding the medication order and the two most common methods of dosage calculation 
-- the formula and ratio-proportion methods. The goal is to present practical information about dosage calculation in an easy-
to-read style. The information is presented concisely and clearly. The book is intended for use by nurses and nursing students... 
 

Learn Better: Six Strategies for Mastering the Skills for Success in Life, Business and School   
By: Boser, Ulrich 
LB1060 .B674 2017 eBook  
 
Review from: Publishers Weekly  January 16, 2017 
Boser’s thought-provoking work unpacks the complex subject of how we learn, and offers attractive ideas, tips, and approaches 
to inspire the reader to "learn better." His work has the engaging style of a TED Talk, littered with personal anecdotes about his 
own struggles and successes with learning, crammed with descriptions of exciting research in the area, and punctuated with 
interactive "pop quizzes." In an information-rich and technologically supercharged society, Boser describes the diminishing 
value of prior knowledge and correspondingly increasing importance of acquiring new expertise… 
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